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Figure 7: Density Contours of Computed Solution and Calculated Lift 
and Drag Coefficients due to Pressure Forces for Case 3: Mach - 2.0, Re 
= 106, Incidence - 10" 
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1. ABSTRACT 
A new Navicr-Stokes algorilhm for use on unstructured vi- 

angular meshes is presented. Spatial discretization of lhe governing 
cquations is achieved using a finite-clcmcnt Galcrkin approxima- 
tion, which can be shown to be equivalent to a finite-volume 
approximation for regular equilateral triangular meshes. Integration 
to steady-state is perlonned using a multi-stage time-stepping 
schcmc. and convergence is accelerated by means of implicit m i -  
dual smoolhing and an UnslNCtured multigrid algorithm. Direc- 
tional scaling of lhc anificial dissipation and lhc implicit rcsidual 
smoothing operator is achieved for UnStNCtUred meshes by consid- 
ering local mesh stretching vectors at cach point. The accuracy of 
the schcmc for highly stretched triangular meshes is validated by 
comparing computed flat-plate laminar boundary-layer rcsults with 
lhc well known similarity solution, and by comparing laminar air- 
foil rcsults with those obtained from various well-established StNc- 
turcd quadrilaleral-mesh codes. The convergence efficiency of Ihe 
prcsenl mclhod is also shown to be compctilive with lhosc demon- 
strated by s t~c lu red  quadrilateral-mcsh algorithms. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
The use of unstnrclured triangular meshes in two dimensions 

and tetrahedral mcshcs in three dimensions has proven valuablc for 
computing inviscid compressible flow about complcx geometries 
[l,2.31. UnslNclured meshcs also provide a naturdl selling for the 
use of adaptive meshing. which has becn shown to provide large 
incrcms in efficiency and accuracy 13.41. However, triangular and 
tetrahedral mcshcs have seldom becn employed for computing 
viscous flows. Solutions of lhc full Navier-Stokes cquations on vi- 
angular meshes can bc found in the literature 13.5.6.71. Howcvcr. 
these arc often limited to low-Reynolds-number flows, andlor lhe 
accuracy and efficiency of these methods is infcrior to that of exist- 
ing quadrilalenl mesh solvers. ConscqucnUy. numcmus attempts 
at solving viscous flows for non-simplc configurations have 
resorted to hybrid S1NctU~-UnstNCtUrcd meshing slralcgics. where 
StNCtUrcd quadrilatcnl meshes are employed in the viscous 
rcgions. and UnstNCtured meshes arc employed in lhc inviscid 
rcgions. Whilc such strategies have proven valuable for wmputing 
flows over various types of configurations 181. -hey lack the pen- 
crality required for atbitrarily complex geometries. The usc of com- 
pletely UnstNctured mcshcs in both viscous and inviscid flow 
regions. as pmposcd in 191, holds lhc promise of pmducing a marc 
general and flcxiblc method for computing viswus flows Over tNly 
arbitrary configurations while providing an ideal selling for lhc use 
of adaptive mcshing techniqucs lhrough lhc viscous laycrs. as Well 
as in rcgions of strong viscous-inviscid interactions. 

For high-Rcynolds-number flows ovcr Strcamlincd bodies. 
viscous cffccts arc confined to lhin boundary-layer and wake 
regions. As lhc Rcyrmlds number incrca5Cs. lhc viscous region! 
generally becomc thinner. and thc gradients in lhc normal dircction 
wilhin lhcse regions incrcasc. To accurately rcsolvc such flows. a 
small mesh spacing is rcquircd wilhin lhc viswus regions. Since 
the flow gradients are predominantly in  lhc normal dircction. it 
proves cconomical to refine the mesh only in lhis direction. retain- 
ing a large spacing in (he tangential direction. This approach is 
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often employed for quadrilateral meshes. and may result in rec- 
tangular cells in the viscous regions with aspect ratios up u, 
IO.Mx):I for Reynolds numbers of IO million. Clearly. for such 
cases, refinement in both normal and tangential directions would be 
prohibitively expensive. Thus, a directional refinement or stretching 
of lhe mesh must be cmploycd for triangular meshes as well. This 
results in highly skewed triangles in Ihe viscous regions. which 
may potcntially degrade the accuracy and efficiency of lhe scheme. 

In lhis work. a Navicr-Stokes solver for unslmctured triangu- 
lar meshes is described. A previously developed unstructured mul- 
tigrid algorithm 1101 is employed to accelerate the convergence of 
the solution m steady-stale. Our objective is to demonstrate that by 
carefully tailoring lhe schcmc for directionally stretched meshes. 
accurate and cfflcient solutions can be obtained which are competi- 
tive with hose produced hy current state-of-lhe-an StNctured 
quadrilateral-mesh Navicr-Stokcs solvers. While lhe solutions 
presented in h i s  paper consist of laminar flow caws computed on 
regular stretched triangulations. this represents lhc necessary first 
step for validating the proposed algorithm. and establishes lhe 
feasibilily of computing viscous flows on highly stretched unstmc- 
turcd meshes which contain a smooth variation of clcmcnts lhrough 
thc viscous and inviscid regions. 

3. DISCRETIZATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
In conscrvativc form. lhc full Navier-Stokes equations rcad 

where w is lhc solution vector and /< and g, are the Cartesian com- 
poncnts of the convcctive fluxes 

In lhe above equations, p represents the fluid density, Y and Y Ihe x 
and y components of fluid velocity, E the total energy, and p is lhe 
pressurc which can be calculated from lhc equation of stale of a 
perfect gas 

p = - 91 (3) 

The viscous fluxes/. and g. arc given by 

1 1 

where 0 represents lhc stress lensor. and q lhc heat flux vector. 
which are given by the constitutive equations for a Ncwtonian fluid 
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y is the ratio of specific heats of the fluid, M.. lhe frecstrcam Mach 
number, Re.. the Reynolds number based on the airfoil chord, and 
Pr the Prandll number. The wfficicnt of viscosity u varies with 
the lcmperature of the fluid. and is calculated as 

,, = K T O "  (6) 
where K is a constant. Equation (I) rcprcscnts a set of partial 
differential equations which must be discrctizcd in space in order to 
obtain a set of coupled ordinary differential equations, which can 
then be inlcgratcd in time 10 obiain thc slcady-state solution. 

The spatial discretization procedurc bcgins by storing flov 
variables at the vcrlices of the triangles. Thc slrcss tensor a and the 
heat flux vcctor q must be calculated at the ccntcrs of the triangles 
This is achieved by computing thc required first differences in the 
flow variables (from equations (5) )  at thc triangle ccnlcrs. For a 
picccwie linear approximation of the flow variables in spacc. the 
first differences arc Constant ovcr cach triangle. and may be com- 
puted as 

wcrc the summation ovcr k rcfcrs to thc three vcniccs of the mian- 
glc. The flux balance equations are obtaincd by a Galerkin finite- 
clcmcnt type formulation. The Navier-Stokes equations arc fimt 
rewritten in vcctor notation 

*M., * + V.F, = - V.Fv Jr Rc- (9) 

whcrc the bold typcsct dcnolcs vcctor quantitics. Multiplying by a 
tcst function 0. and integrating over physical spacc yields 

Integrating the flux integrals by pans. and ncglccting boundary 
tcrms gives 

In ordcr to cvalualc the flux balance equalions at a vcncx P. 0 is 
takcn as a picccwisc linear function which has the valuc 1 at node 
P. and vanishes at all other vcniccs. Therefore. lhc integrals in the 
above equation arc non-zcro only ovcr trianglcs which contain the 
vcncx P, lhus defining the domain of influcncc of  nodc P, as 
shown in Figure 1. To cvalualc thc above integrals, wc make use 
of the fact that 0, and or arc constant ovcr a triangle, and may be 
evaluated as per equations (7) and (8). The convcctivc fluxes F, are 
takcn as picccwisc lincar functions in space. and the viscous fluxes 
F, arc picccwisc conslant ovcr cach trianglc, Sincc they arc formed 
from fin1 dcrivativcs in the flow variables. Evaluating thc flux 
intcgrals with lhcse assumptions. one obtains 

whcrc the summations are ovcr all triangles in the domain of 
influcncc, as shown in Figure 1. A, rcprescnts the dircctcd (nor- 
mal) edge lcngth of lhc lacc of cach triangle on the oulcr boundary 
of the domain, E$ F,b arc the convcctivc fluxcs at thc two vcniccs 
at cithcr end of this cdgc. and F: is the viscous flux in triangle e. If 

the integral on the left hand side of equation (12) is evaluated in 
lhe same manner. the time derivatives become couplcd in space. 
Since we are not interested in the time-accuracy of the scheme. but 
only in the final steady-state solution. we employ thc wnccpt of a 
lumpcd mass matrix. This is equivalent to assuming w to be con- 
stant over the domain of influence vihilc integrating the left hand 
Tide. Hcncc. we obtain 

where the factor of 1/3 is introduced by Ihe integration oi Q over 
the domain, and Qp represents the surface a n a  of the domain of 
influencc of P. For the wnvcctivc fluxes. this procedure is 
equivalent 10 the vcncx finilc-volume formulation described in 
l1.101. For the viscous fluxes. in thc case of cquilatcral triangles. 
this formulation can be shown 10 be equivalent to a finitc-volume 
formulation whcrc the control volume is takcn as the hcxagonal 
r 4  formed by joining the centroids of all triangles with a vcncx af 
P. as shown in figure 2. For a smoothly varying regular triangula~ 
lion. the above formulation is second-order accurate. 

4. ARTIFICIAL DISSIPATION 
In principle. the physical viscous terms of the Navicr-Stokes 

equations arc capable of providing the numerical schcmc with the 
dissipative property ncccssary for stability and capturing discon- 
tinuitics. Howcvcr. for high-Rcynolds-number flows, this can only 
be achicvcd by resoning 10 extremely small mcsh spacings 
throughout lhc domain. Thus. in practice. it is necessary to intm- 
ducc anificial dissipalivc terms to maintain stability in the essen- 
tially inviscid pn ions  of the flow field, and 10 efficiently capturc 
discontinuities. Thcsc additional dissipative terms must be carefully 
constructed to ensure that the accuracy of the schcmc is prcscrvcd 
both in thc inviscid region of the flow ficld where the convcctivc 
terms dominatc, as wcll as in the boundary-laycr and wakc regions 
whcrc the anificial dissipation tcrms must be much smallcr than thc 
physical viscous tcrms. Prcvious Navicr-Stokes solutions on highly 
strctchcd structurcd mcshcs [11.12.13] havc demonstrated thc nced 
for diffcrcnt scalings of the anificial dissipation terms in thc 
strcamwisc and normal dircctions within thc regions of viscous 
flow. Howcvcr. for unstructured mcshcs, directional scaling is 
significanlly morc difficult 10 achicvc sincc no mcsh coordinatc 
lincs cxist. In fact. unstructured mcshcs havc traditionally been 
wnsidcrcd to be truly multi-dimensional isotmpic constructions 
with no prcfcmd dircctions. Howcvcr. as stated previously. lhc 
efficient solution of high-Rcynolds-numbcr viscous flows rcquircs 
the use of meshes with highly strctchcd dements in the boundary- 
layer and wakc rcgions, sincc thcsc physical phcnomcna arc highly 
directional in nature. For such meshes. even in thc unstmcturcd 
case. a direction and magnitude of stretching can be dcfincd for 
each mcsh point, a shown in Figum 3. This stretching vcctor. 
denotcd as s, need not ncccssarily linc up with any of lhc mcsh 
cdgcs. For lhc mcshcs cmploycd in this paper. which arc dircctly 
dcrivcd from structurcd quadrilateral mcshcs by splitting cach qua- 
drilatcral into two triangles. thc stretching magnitudc and direction 
may be takcn as the aspcct-ratio and the major axis of lhc gcncrat- 
ing quadrilatcral clcmcnt for cach triangular clcmcnt rcspcctivcly. 
In the more gcncral case. the generation of directionally strctchcd 
unslructurcd mcshcs 19,141 rcquircs the definition of local stretch- 
ing vectors throughout the flow field. Thcsc can in tum be used 10 
scalc thc dissipation tcnns. It is i m p r l a n t  10 nolc that thcsc stretch- 
ing vcctors rcprcscnt grid mctrics which do not dcpend on Ihc flow 
solution. 

Thc anificial dissipation opcwtor on unstrctchcd uwtructurcd 
mcshcs has previously becn constructed as a blend of an undividcd 
Laplacian and biharmonic operator in thc flow ficld. Sincc the 
bihamonic operator may be vicwcd as a Laplacian of a Laplacian. 
the dissipation operator may be rcfomulatcd as a global undivided 
Laplacian operating on a blend of the flow variablcs and thcir 
scwnd differences : 

'd 
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(14) where A% and A Y ~  represent the x and y increments along the 
outer edge AB of element e, as shown in Figure 1. and uM. vM, 
and cm represent averaged values along the edge AB. By consid- 
ering the equivalent integration around the wnuol volume on a 
StNCNred quadrilateral mesh. it can be seen that A approximates 
the sum of the eigenvalues in the two space dimensions, i.e. 

A = k+& (24) 
Funhermore. the magnitude of the stretching vector s on the 
WtNCNred mesh C a n  be mnsidercd to be closely related to the 
cell aspect-ratio. Thus. by analogy with the StNctured mesh case 

D(W)  = n ab" + ynl 
whcrc 

u = t 2 W  - q V 5 v  (15) 

In the above equations. fl represents the area Of the wntmf 
which is of order A?, and v3u denotes the undivided 

Laplacian of w. The first term in the above equation constitutes a 
relatively strong first-order dissipation term which is necessary to 
prevent unphysical oscillations in the vicinity Of a shock. TO 
~ ) E S C N C  the second-ordcr accuracy of the schemc. lhis term must 

.I 

6e turned off in regions of smooth flow. This is accomplished by 
evaluating d2 at mesh point i as 

i l P k  - P.1 
(<dj = Kz 7 (16) 

n A  + Pi1 
*I 

Hence IC, is propnional to an undivided Laplacian of the prcssurc. 
which is consvucted as a summation of the prcssurc diffcrcnces 
along all edges meeting at nodc i. as depicted in Figure 3. This 
construction has the rcquircd pmpcny of being of order unity near 
a shock and small elsewhere. rz is an empirically determined 
wefficicnt which is taken as 0 for subcritical flows, and as In for 
transonic and supersonic flows. In equation (14). the overall scaling 
of lhc dissipation is pcrlomcd by the factor a. which has prcVi- 
ously been taken as proportional to the maximum cigenvaluc of the 
Eulcr cquations for inviscid flow calculations (41. Dircctional scal- 
ing of the dissipation may thus be achicvcd by replacing cqualion 
(14) by 

D(w) = (1 lUtuc5 + %Uqql (17) 

whcrc a, and a, rcprescnt lhc diffcrcnl scalings in lhc 5 and q 
directions rcspcctivcly. Hcrc. 5 dcnotcs the direction of lhc mcsh 
stretching. and q the direction normal to 5. Appropriatc cxprcs- 
sions for ut and a2 rcmain to be determined. as well as the discst- 
izalion pmccdun: foi lhe abovc~opcralor on'unstmcturcd mcshcs. 

On StNCNred mcshcs. lhc dissipation is often scalcd by the 
maximum cigcnvaluc of the Eulcr cquations in each mesh coordi- 
nalc direction. which i s  given by 

(18) 

whcrc u. v, and AC, Aq rcprescnt the local fluid velocity com- 
poncnls and thc mesh spacing rcspcctivcly. in compuuational space. 
and c dcnotcs the local spccd of sound. However. for efficient 
multigrid convcrgcncc. a marc evcn distribution of lhc dissipalion 
is rcquircd in the two mcsh coordinate directions. and thc above 
scaling is rcplaccd by [11.131: 

09) 

(20) 

.~ - 

L, = I Id+ c 1 Aq % = [Id + c 1 A5 

- 
$ = $(r) ai jl, = w') &, 

whcrc 
$(,) = I + ru' 

hi 
and 

(21) 

On unslruclurcd mcshcs. we begin by constycling an isotropic 
value of lhc maximum cigcnvaluc a1 each mesh point as 

,=- L, l l u l + c l A 7 l  

A = Iu x dll + cldll (22) .L 
where the integration is performed around the boundary of the Con- 
trol volume for the panicular mesh p i n t  being considered. and the 
bold typeset denotes vcclor quanlitics. The discrctc approximation 
to lhc above integral yiclds the final form for A 

(23) 
v 

A = I WAY, - vmAx.u I + r n d & . ~  + Ay'u 
"I 

, , % = " R  (25) 
A? k 

where s represents the magnitude of s , and the second appmxima- 
tion assumes that the magnitude of the speed of sound c is much 
greater than the streamwise and normal velocities u and v in the 
viscous flow regions. Thus, equations (24) and (25) permit an esti- 
mate of the values of the maximum eigenvalues in the directions 
parallel and normal to the local mesh stretching vector, given the 
values of L and s. From cquations (19) through (21). the u, and u2 
mfficients of equation (17) are wnSlNClcd as 

(26) al = Ns) -A 

Next. the discretization of the scalcd Laplacian of equation (17) on 
Unstructured mcshcs must be considered. Previously. for inviscid 
flows r1.41. thc unscaled Laplacian of equation (14) was approxi- 
mated as an accumulated edge diffcrcncc in computational space, 
ic. 

(27) 

whcrc k=l, .... n rcprcwnts the n neighbors of node i, and Ihe 
diffcrcncc is takcn along all edges mecling at nodc i. For a canc- 
sian grid. lhis rcduccs to the familiar five point Laplacian finite- 
diffcrcncc formula. Quation (17) can easily be approximatcd on a 
cancsian mesh aligned with thc 5 and q mrdinatc dircctiom. sim- 
ply by multiplying thc ConslNctcd sccond differcncw in thc 5 and 
q dircctions by at and az rcspectivcly. Altcmativcly, this can be 
oblaincd by considcring the finitc-volumc approximalion to a 
Laplacian on a cancsian mcsh in a stretched computationaJ space, 
where 6 svclching is applicd in thc 5 direction. and G strcich- 
ing is applicd in thc q direction. By considcring the equivalent 
stretching of computational space for unstructurcd mcshcs. a fiNlc- 
volume approximation 10 lhc Laplacian yields lhc discrclizdlion for- 
mula for thc directionally scalcd dissipation opcrator 1151: 

~ ( w , )  = ( 2  I a,ukt + a*% I = If: [ut - ~,iialcosze, + azsin%,1(2~) 

whcrc e, represents the angle bctwccn lhe kth mesh cdgc at nodc i. 
and the principal slrctching dircction 5. as shown in Figure 3. From 
lhc zbove equation. it can be sccn that if thc kth mesh edge coin- 
cides with the < or Q directions. thcn lhc difference along *ai edge 
is multiplied by a, or a2 rcspectivcly. and if  aI = q. thcn thc 
above discretidon reduces to lhc isotropic accumulalcd edge 
diffcrcncc previously employed. Since in praclicc a, and a, vary 
thmughout the mesh. equation (28) is replaced by 

I S 

s+ 1 *I 
a2 = Ns-') -A 

1 "  u_ +an = [ut - rrjJ 
-1 

ibl 

A, + A; 
D(wJ = x [ u k  - ujil- (29) b l  2 '  

A& = a,k cos%, + a,, sin%e, 

whcrc 

(30) 
and lhc i and k subscripls rcfcr 10 variablcs evaluatcd a1 nodes i 
and k. thus ensuring a conservative formulation of Ihc dissipation 
opcralor. 
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5. INTEGRATION TO STEADY-STATE 

tion (I) into the set of coupled ordinary differential equations 
The discretization of the spatial derivatives transforms equa- 

where n is the number of mesh nodes. The residual Q(w) repRsenU 
the discrete appmximation to the wnvective fluxes. D(w) now 
represents the, dissipative terms. i. e. lhc discrcte appmximation to 
the viscous fluxes, as well as the anificial dissipation terms. These 
equations are integrated in time using a five-stage hybrid time- 
stepping scheme given by 

w14 = fl 

w" represen& the value ot the solution vector at the nth lime step. 
and wlq) represents the value at the qlh stage within a time Step. 
The dissipative operator Ww) is evalualed only at the first, third. 
and fifth slages of the schcme. and is employed 10 WnSlNCl the 
subscripted Dp operator which represents a linear combination of 
prcsent and previous cvalualions or Ww). This scheme rcprcsents a 
panicular case of a large class of muki-stage lime-stepping 
schcmes where the weficienls arc choscn in order to maintain 
good stability propenics whcn the viscous lcnns are dominant. and 
Io ensurc large damping of high-frequency cmrs, which is crucial 
for a rapidly convergent multigrid method I I I). The values ot thcse 
coeficicn6 arc taken a$ 

p = 0.56 y = 0.44 

and 

5.1. Local Time-Stepping 
Convergence to the stcady-state solution may be accclcralcd 

by sacrificing the time accuracy of the scheme. and advancing the 
equalions at each mesh p i n 1  in time by the maximum permissible 
time step in that rcgion. as determined by local stability analysis. 
Stability limitations due 10 both the conveclive and diffusive char- 
acters of thc Navicr-Slokcs cqualions musl be considered. The local 
time step is thus taken as 

where CFL is che Courant number for lhc panicular time-stcpping 
schcme. and and AI. rcprcsenl the individual wnvcctive and 
viscous time-step limits rcspectivcly. The convective time-step 
limit has prcviously been derived lor Eulcr solutions on unstwc- 
lured meshes (41. and is given by 

&&" ) 
AI = CFL (- 

A I ~  + AI" 
(33) 

~ 
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where L, previously denoted simply as h. represents the maximum 
eigenvalue of the inviscid equations averaged amund the boundary 
of the wnlml volume. as given in equation (23). and n denotes the 
area of the control volume. The viswus time-step limit is taken as 

(35) 
0 

&, = K.- 

where K, is an empirically determined coefficient which determines 
the relative importance of lhe viscous and inviscid time-step limits 
in the final cxpression. and has been taken as 0.25 in this work. h 
represcnis the maximum eigenvalue of the diffusive operator of the 
Navier-Stokes equations, averaged about the boundary of the wn-  
lml volume. For the slructured mesh case. + and & in the two 
mesh wmrdinate directions have been derived in [ I l l .  For examplc. 

y 

k 

with a similar expression for &. If the cmss terms arc neglected 
h for unstructured meshes may thus be appmximaled as 

(37) 

where the integration is performed along the boundary of ihc con- 
trol volume. In discrete form. the expression for k becomes 

where wM and pNI represcnl averaged values of viscosity and dcn- 
sily along thc outer edge AB of each clement e. (c.f. Figure I )  

52 .  Implicit Residual Smoothing 
The stability range o l  the basic time-stepping schunc can be 

increased by implicitly smoothing the residuals. Thus the original 
residuals R may be replaced by the smoothed residuals E by solv- 
ing the implicit equalions 

'v' 

& = Ri + EV'R. (39) 
at each mcsh point i. where V2& represents the undivided Lapla- 
cian of the rcsiduals. and c is the smmthing coefficienl. For 
highly stretched StNclurCd meshes. lhc use of individual smoothing 
coefficients in the 5 and q mesh coordinate dircctions which vary 
locally thmughoul thc mesh. has been found lo result in 
significantly improved convcrgencc rates 111.13]. Thc use of 
locally varying smoothing coefficients has thc effect of making the 
scheme more implicit in thc direction normal to the boundary layer. 
or normal 10 the mesh slretching direclion. and less implicit in lhe 
tangential dircction. The implementation of implicil rcsidual 
smoothing with locally varying coefficienls on unstruclurcd meshes 
is accomplished by rewrilting equalion (39) as 

& = Ri + e& <t + E  n m  E. (40) 

when 5 and 11 now represent the directions tangential and normal 
to the local mesh slreiching vector. as dcscrikd previously. By 
analogy with Ihe SlNClUred mesh casc [ I l l .  and making usc of 
equation (25). Ihe smoothing cocfficicn17 arc taken as 

whcre CFL and CFL' are lhc Courant numbers of the smoothcd and 
unsmoothcd schcmes rcspectivcly. s denotes the magnitude of the 
mesh stretching vector, and + is given by equation (20). Since 
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equation (40) now contains a directionally scaled Laplacian, if can 
be discretized on an unstructured mesh in a m.mer analogous to 
that employed for the directionally scaled dissipation operator, as 
given in equation (28). For economy, the resulting SCI of algebraic 
equations are solved only appmximately by performing two lacobi 

53. Multigrid Algorithm 
The idea of a multigrid algorithm is to accelerate the conver- 

gence of the fine mesh solution by efficiently damping out the 
low-frequency ermr components by means of time-stepping on 
warser meshes. A multigrid method for unstructured mcshes has 
previously been developed for inviscid flow calculations [IO]. It 
assumes the various c o m e  and fine meshes of the sequcnce to be 
completely independent from one another. and computes the pat- 
terns for transferring thc flow variables. comtions and residuals 
back and fonh betwcen the various meshes in a preprocessing 
occration. where an efficient Vee-search alEorithm is emoloved. 

.-? iterations. 

For viscous now calculations, a full multigrid FMG) a~goriuu;l is 
emDloved. where the initial flow field on the fine grid is obtained 
by'int&olating a Bow solution which has been &nverged on the 
previous coarser grid with a small number (IO to 20) of multigrid 
cycles. Better convergence and additional robustness can also be 
obtained if the previously employed V-cycle is replaced by a W- 
cvclc. which ccrforms one timc SICD on each mcsh when procced- 
ing from fine' to coarse mcshcs. aid no time stepping bui merely 
prolongation of the wrrections whcn pmcecding fmm coam grids 
to fine grids. It also proves useful to implicilly smooth the concc- 
lions aftcr the prolongation operation, whcn proceeding frum c o a w  
to fine mcshcs. The constant cucflicient Implicit smoothing operator 
of cquation (39) is cmploycd for this operation, using a value of 
e=0.2. and the resulting equations arc solved approximately using 
two lacobi ilcralions. 

6. RESULTS 
??IC intent oi this work is to pmvidc a validation of the basic 

algorithm described above for triangular meshes, and to dcmon- 
strate that accurate and efficient solutions can be obtained on Vi- 
angular meshes with highly stretched elcmcnls. This is best accom- 
plished by computing solutions with the present scheme on Iriangu- 
lar mcshcs which are direclly dcrivcd from Structured quadrilateral 

"., 

mcshes. and comparing the accuracy and efficiency of these solu- 
tions with those obtained on equivalent quadrilateral mcshcs with 

6.1. Low Reynolds Number Cases 
Thc first scries of lcst cascs involve very low Rcynolds 

numbcr flows ovcr a NACAW12 airfoil which havc bccn com- 
putcd by various authors for the GAMM workshop on the Solution 
of Compressible Navicr-Stokes Flows 1161. For lhcse cilm. the 
thin-laycr assumplion docs not hold, and the flow is dominatcd by 
viscous effects. thus providing a means of validating the discrctiza- 
lion of the full Navicr-Stokcs viscous terms implemcnlcd in this 
work. The mesh employed for these calculations is dcpictcd in Fig- 
ure 4. I t  contains 20.8W poinu and 41.600 triangles. and is dcrivcd 
from a 320x61 structured quadrilateral C-mesh with 192 points on 
Ihc airfoil. and M poinls in the wakc. Thc far-field boundary is 
locstcd IS chords out from the airfoil, and thc mesh spacing in the 
normal dircclion at thc wall is 0.W2 chords, resulting in relatively 
low cell aspect ratios of the order of 101 on the airfoil surface. 
and 1W:l in the wake region. For all these cases. a constant 
lcmperature wall boundary condition is prescribed along the airfoil 
surface. where the temperature is taken as the adiabatic free-stream 
temperature. 

In the first test case. Ihc Mach number is 0.8, the incidence is 
I@', and the Remolds number is 73. The Mach number contours of - the wmputcd hu t ion  arc dcpictcd in Figure 5,  whcrc a rapid 
gmwth of the boundary layer along Ihe upper airfoil surface i c  

proven structurcd-mesh Navicr-Stokes solvers [ I  1,12.131. 

observed, and locally supersonic Row is attained only in a mall 
pocket outside the edge of the viscous layer on the upper surface. 
This low Reynolds number Bow pmvides a lest of the scheme ncar 
the Stokes limit of extremely viscous Row. The cornpuled Bow 
field pattern and the lift and drag values are within the same range 
as the results reponed in the workshop [161. A reduction of the 
density residuals of 4 orders of magnitude over 200 multigrid 
cycles was achieved for this case. employing 5 meshes in the mul- 
tigrid sequence. as shown in Figure 8. 

In the next tesl case. the Mach number is 0.8, the incidence is 
10". and the Reynolds number is increased to 500. The Mach 
number contours of the computed solution are given in Figure 6. 
A slower boundary layer gmwth is observed for this higher Rey- 
nolds numbcr case. accompanied by a stronger leading-edge expan- 
sion and an increased region of supersonic Row. The recompres- 
sion fmm supersonic to subsonic Bow appears to occur gradually 
along the upper edge of the viscous layer. Separation occurs on 
the top surface of the airfoil. and a large wake of low-velocity 
recirculating Row occurs downstream of the airfoil. Nevenheless. 
rapid convergence is achieved with the multigrid algorithm. as 
shown in Figure 8. where a reduction of IO orders of magnitude of 
the density residuals is achieved in 2W cycles. The computed 
values of lift and drag for this case compare well with those 
reponed in [11.16]. 

The third case consists of a supersonic low-Reynolds-number 
flow, where the Mach number is 2.0, the incidence is IW, and the 
Reynolds number is 106. This represents a slandard test MSC which 
has received wide attention in the literature. and for which experi- 
mental data is available. The density contours of the computed flow 
field arc depicted in Figure 7, where a strong bow shock is 
obscrvcd, which tends to wcakcn in the far-field due to curvature. 
7hcse computed density contours compsrc qualitatively with the 
CxperimcnWl density contours and numcrical solutions given in 
[5.11.161. and the computed lift and drag values are within the 
same range as those reported in thcsc rcfercnces. For this case. the 
density residuals were rcduced by 5 orders of magnitude over 2W 
multigrid cyclcs. as shown in Figurc 8. 

6.2. Flat Plate Boundary Layer 
An assessment of the accuracy of thc schcmc may be per- 

formed by examining the ability of thc mcthod to reproduce the 
well-known comprcssible boundary-laycr solution ovcr a thermally 
insulated fiat platc. The mcsh cmploycd for the boundary-layer cal- 
culation is shown in Figure 9. It rcprescnts a triangulaiion of a 
slrclched cmesian grid previously employed for computing the 
Same problem with a Structured mcsh solver 1171. The mcsh 
contains 24 points ahcad Of the plate. 48 points along the plate in 
the streamwisc direction. and 80 points in the normal direction 
7he upstream boundary is locatcd two plate lengths ahead of the 
leading cdgc. and the upper far-field boundary is located at a dis- 
tancc of 2.6 plate Icngths. Thc mesh points are cluslcred in thc 
streamwisc direction near the lcading edge of the plate in order to 
betcr rcsolve the stagnation point flow in this region. The mcsh 
point spacing at the wall is O.Kl16 plate lengths. resulting in cle- 
ments of aspect ratio SO1 near the trailing edge of thc flat plate. 
The computations were performed for a Mach numbcr of 0.8. and a 
Reynolds number based on Ihc plate length of 5000. An exact 
analytical solution for this now may be obtained by an application 
of the Howanh-hmdnilsyn transformation to the incompressible 
Blasius similarity solution 118). The transformation consists of a 
resealing of the cwrdinatc dircction normal to thc plate as a func- 
tion of the local density variation through the layer: 

(43) 

Comparison of wmwtcd and exact boundary-layer profiles at the 
Station x=0.6. for a plate Of length unity. where thc Reynolds 
number based on x is Moo are shown in Figures 10 thmugh 12. 



The normalized sveamwise and normal velocities. as well as the 
shear stress across the layer are plotted versus the similarity coordi- 
nate q. which varies from 0 to 1 lhmugh the layer, and is given by 

where is the transformed venical wordinate given by equation 
(43). Excellent agreement between the computed and exact profiles 
Of streamwise and nonnal vclc€.ity is observcd from Figures IO and 
11. From Figure 12. good comlation between the computed and 
exact shear smss across the layer is observed. The slight overpred- 
iction of the wall shear stress observed in this figure. at q = 0. 
could be systematically reduced by funher refinement of the grid. 
The similarity properly of the solution was also verified by examin- 
ing the profiles at various differcnt stations along the length of Lhe 
plate. Good agn?ement was observed except for stations close la 
the leading edge. when effects of the stagnation point flow arc still 
present. and for stations dircclly adjacent to the outflow boundary. 
The skin friction along the plate is plotted in Figurc 13, showing 
good agrccment between computed and exact solutions except in 
the aforementioned regions. 

For the prcscnt calculations. the r2 dissipation coefficient was 
set to zero since the flow is subcritical. Thc value of the r, 
coefficient was taken as 1R56. which rcsultcd in anificial dissipa- 
tion terms which wen: roughly 2 orders of magnitude smaller than 
the physical viscous lcrms in most regions of the boundary layer. 
Thus, for these values of the dissipation coefficients, be present 
mesh rcsoIulion. which from Figures 10 through 12 can be Seen to 
yield approximately 20 points in the layer, appears 10 be sufficient 
for accuralcly resolving the boundary layer. A rcduction of 8 ord- 
crs of magnitude of the density rcsiduals was achieved over 300 
iiultigrid cycles for this case. employinc a sequence of 4 mcshw 
Similar accuracy wuld be obtained when the Reynolds number was 
r iised to 50,000, and the mesh spacing at the wall was rcducui to 
O.OW5, thus incrcasing the aspect ratios of thc cells. but rclaining 
the same number of mesh points in the boundary layer. A some- 
what slower convergence rate was observed in this cace. rcsulling 
in a rcduction in the residuals of 5 orders of magnitude Over 3(x) 
multigrid cycles. 

6.3. Symmetric Laminar Airfoil Case 
The final test case wnsisls of a NACA0012 airfoil at 00 

incidcncc. with a frccstrcam Mach numbcr of 0.5. and a Reynolds 
numbcr of 5OW. The thcrmally insulated wall boundary condition 
is applied by prescribing zero heat flux across the airfoil surface. 
This rcprcsents a well documented laminar tcst case which has 
bccn computed indcpendcntly with various structurcd grid codes 
[ll.I2.131. The Reynolds number for this case appmaches the 
upper limit for steady laminar flows prior to the onscl of tur- 
bulence. For this case, scparation occurs near the trailing edge, and 
a small symmetric rccirculation bubble is formcd in the trailing- 
edge and near-wake region. The mesh employed for this Casc is 
derived from a 320x64 structurcd quadrilateral C-mesh with 192 
poinu on the airfoil, and 64 points in the wake. I t  is similar in 
naturc to the mesh of Figurc 4, with the exception that incrcascd 
stretching is applied near the airfoil surface and in the wakc lor 
bettcr rcsolution of the thin viscous regions. The normal mesh 
spacing at the wall is 0.0002 chords, rcsulting in cells with aspect 
ratios of the order of I C 0 1  along the airfoil. In the wake region. 
the element aspect ratios wcrc limited to 1W:I. Figurc 14 depicts 
the computed Mach number wntours in thc flow field. wherc the 
thin boundary-layer and wakc rcgions arc visible. and the rccircula- 
lion bubble appears as a rcgion of low Mach numbcr flow. A plot 
of the velocity vectors near the airfoil trailing edge. as shown in 
Figurc 15. clearly shows the rccirculalory nalurc of the flow in this 
rcgion. Plots of surface prcssurc and skin friction distributions are 
given in Figures 16 and 17 rcspcctivcly. For this SUbcriliCal case. 
ule values of the artificial dissipation coefficienus were taken as KZ 

= 0.0. and b = 1R56. This resulted in artificial dissipation terms 
which were roughly 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the physi- 
cal dissipation terms in the viscous layer regions of the flow. The 
classic trade-off between accuracy and speed of emvergence was 
observed for this case by varying lhe dissipation coefficient r, from 
ID56 to 1/64. Table 1 gives an estimate of the accuracy of the 
solution as measured by the computed values of pressurc drag. 
viswus drag. and separation location. versus values produced by 
various slructuredquadrilatcra-mesh Navier-Stokes solvers. The 
variation of the multigrid convergence rate with the change in the 
dissipation coefficient is illustrated in Figure 18. The scheme is 
robust in that it converges efficienlly over a wide range of r, 
values. and has been found to remain stable for values as low as 
11640. While the fastest convergence rate is achieved for a value of 
r, = 1/64. the solution accuracy degrades slighlly, the scparation 
point having shifted fmm 81.4% lo 83.4% chord. For all cases. 
convcrgence lo engineering accuracy could be achieved in less than 
100 .nuhigrid cycles. which q u i r e s  roughly 7 minutes of CRAY-2 
CP! lime. Finally, the same test case was run on a similar mesh 
with a normal spacing of 0.00002 chords at the wall. with cell 
aspect ratios of the order of 1Wo:l on the airfoil surface and in the 
wake. For a r, value of 1/64. a reduction of the dcnsity rcsiduals 
of 4 orders of magnitude over 200 multigrid cycles was achieved. 
illustrating the robustness of the code in dealing with the cxtrcmely 
Stretched elements which arc necessary for solving higher Remolds 
number turbulent flows. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
A new Navier-Stokcs solver for usc on unstNc1urcd triangu- 

lar meshes has been validated by comparing various laminar flow 
rcsdts about simple geometries with well established numerical and 
analytical solutions. The accuracy and convergence cfficicncy of 
the prcscnt scheme wcrc found to be competitive with various well 
known structurcd quadrilalcra-mesh viscous-flow solvers for lam- 
inar flow cases. Thc prescnt code requircs approximately 0.19~10~' 
scchodelmultigrid cycle of CPU time on a CRAY-2 supercom- 
puler, which rcprcsents lhmc to four times the computational cffon 
rcquircd by equivalent structurcd-mesh codes. This lower compuw 
liondl efficiency is due in large pan 10 the gather-scalier operations 
required in unstrucfurcd-mesh algorithms. In future work it will be 
shown how this solver can be applied to arbitrarily complex 
conligunlions which arc not easily handled by structured-mcsh 
solvers. and how the efficiency and accuracy can be improved by 
the use of adaplivc meshing techniques. A turbulence model for 
use on unstructured meshes will also be sought for higher Rey- 
nolds number calculations. 
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Figure 1: Domain of Influence of Node P and Equivalent Cmml 
Volume for a Finilc-Volume Approximation u) the Convective Terms 

Figure 3: Dcfinilion of a Lccal SUelching Vector for Unrrmclured Tri- 
angular Meshes and Coordinate Syslem Associaled with Stretching Direc- 
tion 

Figure 4 Slretched Triangular Mesh abut  a NACA 0012 Airfoil 
Employed far the Low-Reynolds Number Calculations. Number of Nodes 
= 20,800, Number of Triangles = 41.Mx) 
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CL = 0.3608 
CD = o.iso6 

Figure 8: Cmvergewe Rate as Measured by the RMS Avewe of he 
b n s i l y  ~ ~ i d ~ d ~  of Mulligrid cyc,D on Ule Finest 
~~h for he 
Case 1: Mach = 0.8, Re = 73, Incidence - 10" 
Case 2: Mach = 0.8. Re = 500, incidence I 1v 
Case 3: Mach = 2.0, Re = 106, incidence = i(p 

Figure 7: Density Contours of Computed Solution and Calculated Lift 
and Drag Coefficients due to Pressure Forces for Case 3: Mach - 2.0, Re 
= 106, Incidence - 10" 
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Figure 9 Stretched Triangular Mesh Employed fm the Flat-Plate 
Roundan-Laver Calculation. Number of N e  - 5913, Number of Tn- 
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I'ipure 11: Cornparism of Computed and Exact Normal Velccil? tn the 
bundary Layer at REx=3000 in Terms of Similarity Coordinates 

Figure 1% Comparison of Computed and Eaact Skin Friction Along the 
Plate for a Reynolds Number based on the Plate Length of 5ooO. and a 
Mach Number of 0.8 

~~ 
..- 

Figure 14: Mach Number Contours of the Computed Solution for 
VisMus Flow Past a NACA 0012 Airfoil, Mach - 0.5, Re = 5w0, 
Incidence - O D ,  
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Figure 16 Computed Surface ~ ~ ~ I S  Distribution and Calculated Res- 
SUR Fonc Coeflicima for Flow Past a NACA 0012 Airfoil. Mach - 0.5. 
Re I 5000. Incidence - 0" / 
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Figure 15: Close-up of Computed Velacity Vectors in the Trailing Edge 
Region lllusvating he Lvninar Sepvation Bubbk for Flow Past a 
NACA 0012 Airfoil, Mach - 0.5, Re - 5000, Incidence - (P. 

I I I . , _ I I d / X .  , 
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Figure 1s: Convergence Rate as Measured by the RMS Average of the 
Density Residuals versus the Number of Multigrid Cycles on the Fine 
Mesh for Various Values of the Artificial Dissipation Coefficient r,. 
Mach ~ 0.5, Re - Moo. Incidence = 00 

Figure 17: Computed Skin Friction Distribution and Calculated Viscous 
Force Coefficients for Flow Past a NACA 0012 Airfoil. Mach - 0.5, Re - 
5W.N. Incidence - 00 
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Table I: Comparism of Ressure and Viscous Drag Coefficients and 
Localion of Separation Poinl Computed by the Present Scheme for Vari- 
ous Values of the Dissipation Coefficient with Predictions from Various 
Suucrured-Quadrilarrral-Mesh Codes 
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